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demand. 266 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.7in.Time, the most valuable resource we have. It is
the most perishable one as well. It is the central thread in all our endeavors. Curiously, time is both
outside our control and within as well. The time of the world is beyond us; yet our processes, what
we do and how we do it enables us to keep it within our reach. A Tryst With Time is an inspiring
fable on the transformation of processes on both, business and personal fronts, all centering on the
time dimension. It addresses the transition from problems to opportunities, rigidity to flexibility,
resources to results, local to global, and complexity to simplicity, all woven together as three
parallel, overlapping transformation journeys; all moving from the gross, physical domains of the
routine to the subtler, softer realms of life that are usually not explored by us. - Understand the
logic behind the existence of Structural Business Gaps - Generate critical insights into the hidden
realities of your business - Develop end-to-end process lifecycle views of your operations - Evolve
robust processes for building a learning...
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Reviews
This publication is amazing. This can be for all who statte that there had not been a worth reading through. I realized this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this ebook to find out.
-- Desmond Schuster II
Simply no phrases to clarify. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Noa h Cummer a ta IV
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